fundamentals

fundamentals

Above and below: Scenes from SCTE Technician Open Days at Virgin Media sites

Business Customer Operations (BCO) division to create a

to conduct a closed book assessment in an invigilated

bespoke course picking up the fundamentals around data to

environment. It was felt that the knowledge held within the

support BCO business engineers.

course is fundamental to the role of a network and business
engineer. It was appropriate that it was a closed book.

The Optical course will feature a combination of a theoretical

The Partnership
Principle

Melanie Walker, Learning Development Manager, Network Division, Virgin Media
Virgin Media and the SCTE are working together on training programmes to
develop highly skilled, knowledgeable engineers.
Melanie Walker, Learning
Development Manager,
Network Division, Virgin Media
Melanie Walker has worked at
Virgin Media for two and a half
years as a learning development
manager for the Network Division,
working to support the engineers with access to
training at the right time. She holds the principle of
70-20-10 or the 3 Es against all the learning offered
– 70% of all learning happens through experiencing
the skill, 20% through exposure and just 10%
through education, the formal classroom part. Her
role is to ensure that the training is in place at the
time when it is needed to support Virgin Media
engineers to ensure that, as she says, the ‘Daddy
of All Networks’ is just that!
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Virgin Media has a long established training partnership with the
SCTE, Society for Broadband Professionals, and the last 12 months
have seen an increase in the diversity of the range of SCTE courses
on offer to Virgin Media field engineers working across a number of
divisions.
Virgin Media believes that SCTE courses offer a strong foundation

and practical assessment, which is a new approach for the

Broadband Training Ltd. and SCTE worked with the NFO

courses currently on offer. The practical assessment will be

to ensure that this additional level difficulty was reflected in

developed in conjunction with Broadband Training Ltd. and

the certificate. As result, the certificates are branded with the

Virgin Media’s L&D team resulting in a sign-off of competence

Virgin Media logo to depict the achievement of the engineers.

in both the theoretical and the practical.

Virgin Media is proud of this and believes it sets its qualification
apart and demonstrates its commitment to developing highly

Virgin Media’s Network Field Operations (NFO) division is

skilled, knowledgeable engineers.

responsible for a large amount of the activity with SCTE. In
2016, over 20% of its engineers enrolled on the Service and

Tony Lee, Director for NFO at Virgin Media, defines why SCTE

Network courses with a high expected uptake when the Optical

is important: “The SCTE (Society for Broadband Professionals)

course is launched later on in the year. This ties in well with the

proudly serves as the technical leader in cable telecoms,

newly created and launched skills matrix internally designed

defining and driving industry standards. Our relationship

across the key skills of a network and business engineer. The

with the SCTE ensures that we have access to that essential

engineers will be able to demonstrate competence from an

knowledge. Its work ethic fits perfectly with Virgin Media’s

externally accredited course that underpins their ability to

growth ambitions. I’m delighted to be working closely with the

carry out their role successfully.

SCTE to create the next generation of HFC engineers.”

A strong partnership
One of the key decisions made, when embarking on a
wide-scale training roll-out around the SCTE portfolio, was

in the theoretical aspects of being an engineer. During the last 12
months, over 200 Virgin Media engineers and apprentices have
completed their qualification across SCTE Service, Network and
Strategy and Architecture courses.

New for 2016
New for 2016 is the SCTE Fibre Optical course for both network
and business engineers and the RF Design course aimed at the
planning teams within Virgin Media. Broadband Training Ltd.,
SCTE’s approved trainer, is also working with Virgin Media’s
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